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THE DELUGE, ftP OTHER POEMS
EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS
" Mr. Presland is a writer of considerable gifts. ... In this little collection
of verse he tries many styles—sonnet, ballad, lyric, etc.—and they all show
accomplishment."—Times.
"All Mr. Presland writes is written with naturalness and grace, and the
range of his knowledge and interests is wide. ... It contains much very
good verse."—Daily News.
" 'The Deluge' is dramatic, but short . . . and it is good poetry. There
are other poems and sonnets in the book which will be much appreciated."—
Graphic.
" A volume of real poetry. ... It contains a finely-worded short poetic
drama, some dignified sonnets, and various lyrics, all on a high plane of thought
and execution."—Morning Leader.
"The first poem ... is a weird and powerful phantasy, . , . The
dramatic power of the piece is remarkable 5 there are some fine lyrics for the
chorus, and the first scene opens with an exquisite serenade,"—Liverpool Post.
" This slender volume contains some beautiful thoughts beautifully expressed."
—Evening Standard.
"Clearly and powerfully written. . . . The work is always both accomplished
and strong in craftsmanship, and earnest in thought The book cannot but win
new readers for its author beyond the circle of those whom his poetical plays
have taught to look with good expectation for further work from his hand.*'—
Scotsman.
" Beautifully written, . . . We recommend Mr. Presland's latest to lovers
of poetry."—Sheffield Telegraph.
"The poet has written nothing more serenely beautiful, . . . Here, unless
we are mistaken, is a singer whose voice will carry beyond his own generation."
—Literary World.
" Impressive. . . . Although short, it shows again, the dramatic skill which
the author has proved in previous works. Perhaps the gem of the volume is
the poem descriptive of the tapestry of 1ihe firmament and human destiny.
Much grace and charm characterise the sonnets. . . . The story of King
Richard's proud disdain and his imprisonment makes a stirring ballad."—
Nottingham Guardian.
" The many admirers of John Presland's previous work will fully appreciate
his new volume. Within its covers are to be found many passages of real
dramatic power and beauty."—Publisher? Circular.
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